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From the user's point of view, what are the desirable characteristics of 
pushbuttons for use in 500-type telephone sets? The studies reported bear 
on this question and also on questions of how people process information 
when keying telephone numbers. Four categories of design features were 
studied: key arrangement, force-displacement characteristics, button-top 
design and central o.ffece factors. The results indicate that considerable lati
tude exists for key set design in terms of user performance; however, the 
preference judgrnents are more selective. The studies also showed that the 
manner in which the person acquired and keyed the telephone nurnher 
influenced pe1jormance appreciably. 

Technological progre. s in recent years has brough t pushbutton signal
ing from the telephone set within sight of economic feasibility. What, 
from the usel''s viewpoint , a re the desirable operating characteri. tics of 
the key set which should guide development and manufactW'e? And how 
do people process information when they key a telephone number? 

I. H UMAN FACTORS PROBLEl\1 

Specifica lly, we would like to know how pushbutton design influences 
usel' speed, accuracy and preference in keying telephone numbers. ·what 
design specifications will maximize these three quantities, and how 
critical is it to achieve these maxima? Al ·o, what other factors influence 
u. er information processing in keying telephone number ? For example: 
How does performance impro,·e with practice? Does it matter how the 
number to be keyed is displayed ? And are there sy. tematic procedures 
that users follow in keying number.? 

T he de:ign features are di ·eus. ed in ection III and fall into four 
groups : (a) key arrangement, (b) fol'ce-di placement characterist ics, (c) 
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button top design and (d) central office considerations. Observations 
concerning other factors in keying behavior are presented in Section IV. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

The number of possible key arrangements, force-displacement char
acteristics and button tops is very large - too large to be t ested. A 
selection of characteristics was, therefore, made on the basis of prior 
knowledge, user expectation and broad engineering requirements, so 
that we could examine only the region around an expected maximum. 

In general, each series of test sessions extended over three to five days 
and compared variations of one or two characteristics, with all other 
characteristics being kept constant. At the end of the tests the preferred 
values of the individual characteristics were incorporated into a single 
key set. Evaluation of this set provided a check on the interactions of 
these individual choices and on how well they fitted together. 

It was recognized that people's keying experience with each set during 
the three to five sessions in a series would be limited compared to the 
years of practice they could get if pushbutton telephones became a 
reality. However, methodological studies showed that differences on a 
relat ive basis between key set designs appeared after a comparatively 
small amount of experience. 

A group of adjustable pushbutton telephone sets was used in the 
later studies in the series. To build a telephone set for every change in a 
characteristic would have been prohibitive in cost. Such changes were 
simulated by use of specially designed universal pushbutton switches 
(Fig. 1) . Each adjustable telephone set contained t en universal switches 
mounted in an arrangement determined by the face plate employed . 

Typically, a sample of 10 to 15 employees at Bell Telephone Labora
tories, Murray Hill, N . J ., was drawn randomly for each study. These 
people came to a laboratory test room and used t wo to five pushbut ton 
telephone sets that differed in several characteristics, keying 10 t o 15 
standard telephone numbers on a set each day. A different set was used 
for each daily session until all the sets in the study had been tried, the 
order of use being dictated by the design of the experiment . The number 
of individuals used in the later studies was selected to detect small 
differences among the average keying t imes, by considering the power of 
the analysis of variance tests involved (Ref. 1, p. 379 and 425) . The 
error terms for these tests were reduced by removing the effects of 
practice and of differences among individuals in the analysis of variance. 

On the first day the subjects were told the procedure that would be 
followed and were asked to key accurately and quickly, as if they were 
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Fig. 1 - The universal pushbutton switch. Changes in force-displacement 
characteristics were obtained by hand adjustments of the components. 

at home or in their office. After trying all conditions in the study, each 
person was asked for his preferences and for any suggestions he might 
care to offer. The use of employees in a laboratory-type study seemed 
justified for two reasons: All comparisons were made within the same 
study and presumably under constant conditions, and the field trials 
that followed the laboratory studies would serve to check the findings. 

When a person keyed a number, his performance was measured on 
the equipment shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. Speed was measured in 
terms of the keying time, that is , the time interval from the electrical 
contact of the first key depression until the end of contact of the seventh. 
Keying accuracy was determined by automatically comparing the num
bet· keyed with the number to be keyed. Provisions were made for ob
taining more detailed time measures, such as interdigital times and 
contact durations. 

III. THE DESIGN VARIABLES 

3.l Arrangement of K eys 

The arrangement of the keys was specifically investigated in one study 
and then checked incidentally in several others. Although other methods 
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Fig. 2 - Schematic drawing of equipment for measuring nnd recording keying 
performance. 

were used to make the initial selection of arrangements for the study, 
performance tests were used to make the final choice because the other 
methods seemed inadequate. For example, a preliminary study by Lee 
o.nd Snodgrass2 showed that there was no significant relation between 
initial questionnaire preference and subsequent keying performance, 
and that 10 of the 20 subjects changed their preferences after using the 
pushbutton telephone sets. 

Sixteen different arrangements were selected for the first part of this 
study. These arrangements were compared by separating them into 
groups of three and having a different sample of six employees try all 
three arrangements during each of five sessions. The arrangements and 
how they were grouped for the study are shown in Fig. 3. 

In all the comparisons, only small differences were found in the keying 
times and errors, and the most preferred arrangements tended to be the 
best in terms of performance. Significant differences in keying times, 
errors or preferences were found in four of the six comparisons. Notice 
that the arrangement frequently found in ten-key adding machines (ar
rangement I-A, Fig. 3) was not the best of the first three arrangements 
compared. On the other hand, the same geometric configuration with a 
different numbering scheme (arrangement IV-A) was superior in keying 
performance when compared in Group IV. However, the performance 
differences between the two were small : arrangement I-A had an average 
keying time of 5.08 seconds, and arrangement IV-A had an average of 
4.92 seconds. 
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The four arrangements found superior in their individual comparisons 
and the arrangement similar to the standard rotary dial (Fig. 4) were 
used in the next study. In this way, the fastest and most preferred ar
rangements were compared directly with the standard rotary dial ar
rangement. The rectangular arrangements had the buttons spaced with 
i inch between centers. The buttons in the circular arrangements were 
at the ends of 1!-inch radii and were separated by 30°, with the first 
and tenth buttons being separated by 90°. 

A new sample of 15 employees served in three replications of the 
same Latin square experimental design.3 No significant differences were 
found among the keying times even though the study was designed to 
detect a one-half-second difference among the sets in nine out of ten 
instances, given the 95 per cent level of confidence and an error term 
estimated from the previous study. Similarly, no significant differences 
were found among the error rates. It was concluded that any of the 
five arrangements was acceptable, but that the arrangement with two 
vertical columns of keys should be avoided because it was disliked by 
many subjects. 

Although either rectangular or circular arrangements were found ac
ceptable, two of the rectangular arrangements in Fig. 4 offered certain 
engineering advantages and were studied further. A subsequent study 
showed thnt the buttons in the three-by-three-plus-one arrangement 
could be spaced t 0 1· j inch between centers without significant change 
in performance (5.56 seconds and 1.7 per cent errors versus 5.54 seconds 
and 2.5 per cent errors), although preferences indicated the larger 
spacing was more desirable. The buttons in the two horizontal rows 
arrangement could be spaced either t or i~ inch between centers with 
little effect on performance (5.33 seconds and 5.8 per cent errors versus 
5.63 seconds and 2.5 per cent errors), or on preference. 

3.2 Button Tops 

The button tops used initially in the adjustable pu. hbutton tele
phone sets were marginally acceptable from a legibility point of view 
(see Ref. 4, p. 24). Therefore, a study was conducted to assess the effects 
of larger letters and button tops on performance and preference. Five 
combinations of button-top size, let ter size and location number size, 
and pushbutton arrangement were compared (see Fig. 5). Gorton con
densed letters and : imilar numerals were used in t he sets, as were the 
stroke widths recommended by Baker and Grether' for the various 
conditions. 

Fifteen randomly selected employees served as subjects in three 5 X 5 
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Fig. 5 - The five conditions compared in the letterin~ study. Both the "votes 
for" a nd "votes against" total to 15, t he number of subJects in the study. 

Latin squares, this number again being based on the power of the test 
considerations. 

Apparently, there is an optimal size for the button tops. Significant 
differences were found among the keying t imes and errors, with the 
smallest tops a nd lettering being the poorest. Keying with the middle
size tops was superior to that with the smallest top" regardless of the 
arrangement of the keys or the location of the lettering. Keying with 
the large rectangula r top: fe ll between that with the middle-size and 
that with the smallest-size tops, but did not differ ignificantly from 
either. As is apparent in Fig. 5, the differences among the keying times 
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were relatively small , even though they were significant: The largest 
difference was 0.6 out of 6.0 seconds. The error rates differed significantly 
from one another; however, a large part of the x2 was due to the ex
tremes of 1.3 and 7.1 per cent. 

The preferences followed the same pattern as the performances. Sub
jects stated their di. like of the smallest top and lettering and their 
preference for the middle size. Placing the letters on the plate rather 
than on the button top was controversial : Six individuals liked the 
letters off the top, but four others disliked the idea. 

The top of the pushbutton seemed to be important because it served 
as a display for t he associated number and letters and as a target for 
the key-pressing response. Increasing the size of the top and lettering 
improved the display. Because the over-all size of the keyset was limited, 
the larger button tops ultimately required a reduction in the separation 
between adjacent tops, thereby impairing the qualities of the target. 

3.3 Force-Displacement Characteristics 

While the arrangements were being studied, three aspects of the force
displacement curves were under investigation. Prior to that t ime, pre
liminn,ry studies showed that gross variations in the feel of the button 
had little effect on performa nce. However, these studies showed force 
in the neighborhood of 100 to 200 grams and displacements of about 
one-eighth inch were preferred to larger values. 

3.3.1 Force 

In the first study, the force required to depress the button was varied 
while the maximum di. placement was held constant n,t one-sixteenth 
inch. Two conditions were u ed: meclium-touch buttons and light-touch 
buttons (see the da hed curves in Fig. 6) . The forces referred to de
pended on the helical spring· used in the button mechani. ms, and F ig. 
6 shows static force-di. placement cmves due mainly to the springs. 

A sample of 24 employees used each condition for two consecutive 
days, half trying the medium-touch buttons first . Only small (0.04 
second and 0.8 per cent errors) n,nd insignificant performance differences 
were found. T he preference judgments were somewhat obscured by t he 
fact that the subjects were not told the difference between the two sets 
unt il the end of the . tudy and did not have the sets in front of them 
while they made their judgments . Fifteen persons failed to notice a 
difference, and meaningful preference information could not be obtained 
from them. However, of the nine who noticed a difference and bad a 
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Fig. 6 - The idealized force-displacement curves of the two conditions com
pared in the st udy of forces , and the three conditions compared in the study of 
button travel. These curves a re based on essentially stat ic measurements of the 
universal pushbutton switches. 

basis for their preference judgment, eight preferred t he light-touch 
button and one had no preference. 

3.3.2 Travel 

Three conditions of maximum button displacement were compared in 
the next study. The force was held approximately constant, near 100 
grams, and maximum displacements of 1h;, i and !ir inch were compared 
(see t he solid curves in Fig. 6). The point at which the electrical contact 
was made varied with maximum displacement, so that the contact was 
closed during 50 per cent of the travel. A new sample of 27 employees 
tried one condition a day in a cross-over experimental design3 until all 
three had been used. 

The average keying times ranged from 5.67 to 5.86 seconds and the 
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error rates from 3.9 to 4.1 per cent . No significant differences were 
found. When asked which condition they most preferred, 11 subjects 
said then-inch displacement, 9 the t-inch and 6 the i'O"-inch. Twelve 
voluntarily stated they did not like a particular condition: eight dis
liked the l 2 -inch, one the t-inch and three the fir-inch . Taking into 
account both likes and dislikes, t he smallest displacement appears 
controversial, the largest unpopular and the middle the most desirable. 

3.3.3 Feedback 

The next question studied was as follows : What would happen if 
additional auditory or kinesthetic-tactile feedback were added to a but
ton incorporation desirable values of force and travel? Letting the 
customer hear the voice-frequency switching signals might provide feed
back concerning the adequacy of the button pressings. Moreover, the 
addition of a slight snap action and a more distinctive bottoming to the 
pushbutton might improve performance. 

For this study, the buttons in one adjustable set had the force and 
displacement that were found desirable in the two previous studies. The 
buttons in a second set had the same travel, but had a slight snap action 
and a bottoming action that terminated movement abruptly and with 
an audible click. Each of these sets was used with and without the 
voice-frequency code signals, so that a total of four conditions were 
studied. T hree 4 X 4 Latin squares were used with 12 employees, who 
tried one condition a day. 

For both performance and preference, the differences among the four 
conditions were small and insignificant. This study is interpreted as 
indicating that neither form of additional feedback was necessary in a 
button mechanism that had desirable force-displacement character
istics. 

3.3.4 Composites of Characteristics 

Because the studies reported thus far investigated one or two of the 
characteristics at a time, there remained the question whether per
formance and preference for composites of the characteristics could be 
predicted from the individual studies. T his point was checked in the 
following study that compared three pushbutton telephone sets, each 
embodying a different composite of characteristics. 

The preferred characteristics isolated by the preceding studies were 
combined in one of the adju table pushbutton sets. The other two sets 
in this study had been designed for various engineering and test purposes 
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before the prefeHed values were isolated. When the characteristics of 
these two sets were assessed in terms of the individual human factors 
studies, it was found that they deviated from the most preferred values 
but were still largely within the range of desirable and acceptable values. 
The largest deviations were found in the force-displacement character
istics, but even these were not extreme. Thus, it was predicted that 
(a) small and insignificant performance differences would be found, but 
(b) large and significant preference differences would be found, particu
larly where the force-displacement characteristics of the button mecha
nism were concerned. 

Forty-five employees, none of whom had served in an earlier study, 
used one set each day to accord with 15 3 X 3 Latin squares. This 
sample size was selected to provide a more powerful test of the error 
rates than was given by the earlier studies and to permit more detailed 
analysis of the preference judgments. 

As predicted, the differences among the average keying times were 
small and insignificant. An average of 5.8 seconds was required to key a 
standard telephone number on the most preferred combination versus 
5.9 and 6.0 seconds on the other two. However, significant differences 
were found among the error rates because the electrical contacts on one 
set were out of adjustment. At least one error was made in keying 2.3 
pet· cent of the telephone numbers on the most preferred composite, in 
keying 2.0 per cent of the numbers on the second set and in keying 10 
per cent of the numbers on the third set. The additional 8 per cent errors 
were all of one type; when the fault was corrected in later models, more 
normal error rates were obtained with that set. 

The large differences expected among the preference judgments for 
the three composites were found. In an interview after the last day of 
testing, the subjects were asked which set they preferred the most and 
which they preferred the least. Although there were no significant dif
ferences among the first place votes, the set with the most preferred 
characteristics was rated as " least liked'; by significantly fewer people 
than either of the two other sets. The subjects were then asked which 
button feel they liked the most and which they liked the least. Again, 
the set with the most preferred characteristics came out ahead: not a 
single person disliked the feel of its mechanisms. 

In a sense, this study served to validate the procedure adopted in 
this series, since it showed that the desirable characteristics isolated in 
the individual studies could be combined into a superior set. Very likely, 
this was because much the same procedure was used throughout the 
entire series. Also, the fact that the characteristics of the other two sets 
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were close to the characteristics investigated in the individual studies 
faci litated agreement between the predictions and the results. 

3.4 Central O.ffice Factors 

How long the customer holds the pushbutton in contact and how long 
he pauses between consecutive key pressings are important in the design 
of central office switching equipment. Of primary concern are short 
contact durations and brief interdigital times. Some data regarding these 
two intervals were gathered in two studies. 

Fifteen employees keyed a total of 1500 seven-character all-numeral 
numbers on each of two pushbutton telephone sets in the first study. 
These sets were prototypes of operating equipment and differed in three 
characteristics: the arrangement of the keys, the force required to de
press the keys and the point at which the electrical contact was made 
as the button was being depressed. 

K eying was about as fast on one set as on the other ; however, the 
contact durations were shorter and the interdigital times longer on one 
set than on the other (see Fig. 7). This differential prnport ioning of the 
time seems to reflect the relative location of the electrical contact in 
the t ravel of the button as indicated in the figure. The results of this 
study agree with the results of a preliminary study in which five proto
type key sets were studied. Thus, it may be possible to lengthen the 
contact duration by increasing the percentage of button t ravel dming 
which contact is made. 

Very brief contact durations did occur; for example, durntions equal 
to or less than 0.042 second occurred in 1 per cent of the key pressings. 
T he interdigital times were longer, and 1 per cent of them fell at or be
low 0.090 second. T he occurrence of short time values depended on the 
person doing the keying, part icularly for the interdigital t imes, where 
most of the short values were due to one individual. Another source of 

c c 
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Fig. 7 - The effect of the location of the electrical contact on t he percentage 
of keying time during which contact was made. 
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short interdigital intervals was a repeated character in the number to 
be keyed. The interdigital time for repeated characters averaged 0.100 
second less than the times for nonrepeated characters. 

A second set of detailed measurements, taken dw·ing part of the 
study of composites, showed more clearly that brief contact durations 
and interdigita l times were associated with fast keyers. The last ten 
keyings made by 30 of the 45 individuals using one of the prototype 
sets were recorded, equipment permitting. The correlations among the 
average contact duration, the average interdigital time and the average 
keying time for each subject were computed after the averages were 
transformed logarithmically to reduce the skewness of the distributions. 
The average keying time correlated 0.47 with the average contact dura
tion and 0.76 with the average interdigital interval. No relation was 
found between the contact duration and the interdigital time. The 
correlation coefficients indicate that fast keyers tend to have shorter 
contact durations, and definitely make shorter interdigital pauses. This 
latter point will be discussed in greater detail in a moment, for it seems 
related to the procedure that each subject adopted in keying numbers. 

IV. OBSERVATIONS ON KEYING BEHAVIOR 

When a person keys a telephone number he is processing information 
in a very literal sense. The standard telephone number contains 22.3 bits 
of information; on the basis of the key pressings, the central office 
switching equipment selects one line and completes the call. The physical 
characteristics of the pushbutton key set are one factor that influences 
the efficiency of the information processing. As was reported in Section 
III, the speed and accuracy of performance were affected by the arrange
ment of the keys and the size of the button tops. Moreover, if larger 
forces and longer displacements were studied, or if more powerful ex
periments were used, significant effects very likely would be found for 
the force-displacement characteristics as well. 

4.1 Additional Factors That Influence Performance 

The studies reported here and studies made by other groups at the 
Laboratories have pointed to additional factors that influence the 
efficiency of information processing. In the case of unfamiliar numbers, 
the manner in which the number is displayed is important. Keying un
familiar numbers from the pages of a telephone directory can increase 
the keying times by 75 per cent and the keying errors by 100 per cent 
in comparison with keying from a 3- X 5-inch file card on which only 
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one number is typed. The amount of information to be processed is also 
a factor; for example, about 4 seconds more is required to key a seven
character telephone number than a four-character one. Familiar numbers 
and numbers with repeated characters or simple sequences of digits are 
keyed quickly and accurately. 

Experience with pushbutton keying facilitated the information process
ing. Keying became faster as people used the key sets day after day. 
However, performance seemed to improve at about the same rate 
whether they used the same set each day, the same two or three sets 
each day, or a different set ea.ch day. Some of this improvement was due 
to increased familiarity with the test room and procedure, but similar 
improvements with practice appear in field trials, indicating that ex
perience in using pushbuttons is important. In the case of keying ac
curacy, the low error rates make detection of any learning trends dif
ficult. 

Perhaps the most important factor in the information processing is 
the individual himself. Some people keyed seven-character telephone 
numbers in less than two seconds, requiring about 2.7 seconds on the 
average, and others required a · high as 12.4 seconds on the average to 
key the same numbers. These differences were consistent from day to 
day and from telephone to telephone, as can be gathered from the fol
lowing rank-order correlation coefficients: There was a 0.8 correlation 
between pushbutton keying times on day 1 and pushbutton keying 
times on days 12 through 14, a 0.7 correlation between pretest rotary 
dialing times and pushbutton keying times on day 1 and 0.6 correlation 
between pretest dialing times and pushbutton keying times on days 12 
through 14. T he keying times on two different pushbutton sets were 
more highly correlated than rotary dialing times and pushbutton keying 
times. 

4.2 The Importance of the K eying Process 

The large differences among the average keying times for individuals 
are largely due to the ways in which people acquire and key telephone 
numbers. I t is a question whether they memorize the entire number and 
key it without referring back to the display, or whether they memorize 
and key the first part of the number and then refer back to the display 
to memorize the remainder for keying. Detailed analysis of the inter
digital t imes shows that the intervals for the fastest subject vary only 
slight ly ( ·ce Fig. 8). The interdigital times for average-speed keyers 
show a distinct increase between the third and fourth characters. This 
accounts for the fact that the average keying time is more highly cor-
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Fig. 8 - Average interdigital intervals for individual subjects keying seven
character numbers. The interdigital int ervals were measured from t he breaking 
of one electrical contact to the making of the next contact . (These results were 
obtained for all-numeral dialing; data for letter-and-numeral dialing are simila r 
but less definitive than those shown in the figure .) 

related with the interdigi tal time than with the contact duration. These 
findings corroborate the statements made by people about how they 
key telephone numbers. The fastest say that they memorize and key 
the ent ire number without referring back to the display, whereas the 
average to slow keyers say that they refer back in the middle of keying 
the number. 

4 .3 W hy Ref er Back? 

Neither method of keying seems more accurate tha n the other. One 
might predict that keying without refen al would be less accurate and 
therefo re that fast keyers would ma ke more errors tha n slow keyers. 
However, no relation between keying time and errors could be detected 
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among the studies reported, regardless of whether they were considered 
singularly or as a group for analysis. The absence of a correlation be
tween time and errors in the present studies must be interpreted cau
tiously, since these studies were not designed to detect such relations. 

On the other hand, referral does serve an important purpose, as indi
cated by the following study. A sample of six employees was asked to 
key telephone numbers with referral during two sessions and without 
referral during two other se · ions. When keying without referral, the 
individuals were asked to memorize the entire number, turn over the 
display card, and key the number from memory. A total of 156 standard 
telephone numbers were keyed under each set of instructions. Some sub
jects found it very difficult to key telephone numbers without referral. 
These people said they usually dialed unfamiliar telephone numbers by 
breaking them into two or more parts. The difficulty they experienced 
was reflected in their error rates. There was a drop in keying accuracy 
as more and more of the characters in the number were keyed, and this 
drop was due primarily to those who said they usually dialed with 
referral (see Fig. 9). Apparently, if a person habitually keys with referral, 
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he does so to increase the accuracy of keying the latter characters in the 
telephone number, even though his over-alJ keying accuracy is not ap
preciably greater than that of a person who usually keys without referral. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Regarding the design of pushbutton telephone key sets that are fast, 
accurate and convenient to use, the following statements can be made: 

i. The operating characteristics of the key sets significantly influence 
both keying performance and user preference. 

ii. In terms of keying performance there exists a rather broad region 
of desirable values for the operating characteristics. Thus, there is 
latitude for telephone key sets and, so long as the characteristics remain 
in the region of desirable values, little deterioration in keying perform
ance will be found. 

iii. Considerably less latitude exists if preferences are considered, 
particularly in the case of the force-displacement characteristics. Typi
cally, subjects preferred a smooth and quietly operating button with a 
light touch and a moderate travel. 

Other factors that influence keying performance are practice, number 
length and display media, and familiarity with the telephone number. 
On the other hand, the most important factor influencing performance 
observed in these studies was the manner in which the subject acquired 
and keyed the number. A person who memorized the entire number and 
keyed it without referring back to the display could key a number in 
less than two seconds. However, a person who memorized part of the 
number, keyed it and then referred back to the display to memorize 
and key the remainder of the number could require more than 12 seconds 
to key the same number. 
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